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Pomerol, FRANCE

Château Pomeaux, Pomerol
The Vineyards: Château Pomeaux's two hectares of vineyards are located in a magnificent position on the
southern slope of the Pomerol plateau over the border of St. Emilion and Pomerol. Pomeaux is taking
advantage of a rich soil which is a combination of gravel, clay, and ferruginous sand with iron-pan and clay
in the subsoil.
The vineyards neighboring less than 1 mile away are widely regarded as outstanding wine of the appellation
such as Château Petrus, Vieux Château Certan and Château Le Pin, and also about one quarter mile from
Château Cheval Blanc and Château Figeac, which can be clearly seen from Château Pomeaux's windows.
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Château Pomeaux's vines, which are 100% Merlot Noir, has on average 45 years of age. Château Pomeaux
produces an extraordinarily rich and robust wine with delicate balance and an elegant and marvelous
bouquet.
Château Pomeaux produces approximately 4,000 to 5,000 bottles (0.75 liters each) of high-quality wine each
year. The combination of magnificent terroir, the decision of Château Pomeaux's owners to sacrifice quantity
to produce an ultra-high quality wine, and the wine making expertise at the Château results in Château
Pomeaux producing wines of the highest possible quality and elegance on the southern slope of Pomerol.

Château Pomeaux, Pomerol 2000 Andreas Larsson
http://socialvignerons.com/2017/12/10/2012-chateau-pomeaux-pomerol/
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La Fleur Pomeaux
Pomerol, FRANCE

La Fleur, Pomeaux 2004
La Fleur Pomeaux is 100% Merlot Noir. This luxurious French premium quality wine is medium to
full bodied Bordeaux; La Fleur is a juicy, well rounded, dense Bordeaux wine with a fruity touch
and elegant finish! On the nose you can discover dark chocolate, nougat, vanilla and mint. La Fleur
Pomeaux is beautifully matured with fine, elegant tannins!
La Fleur Pomeaux is an exclusive, rare, ultra-premium French wine; experience the luxury of La
Fleur Pomeaux Grand Vin de Bordeaux! This classic wine pairs wonderfully with beef and venison.
http://blindtasted.com/blog/chateau-pomeraux-at-vinexpo-with-tasted-100-blind/
Contact Victor Mojica, CEO Bacchus USA for our exclusive Château Pomeaux, Pomerol & La Fleur Pomeaux.

(707) 439-5422
victor@bacchus-usa.com
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